Saltworks Security offers fully managed, secure cloud-based hosting for Micro Focus Fortify (SSC, SCA, CloudScan) and Sonatype. Each client environment is administered by specialists with deep experience ensuring reliability and performance in the cloud.

Why Cloud Based Hosting?

Secure, managed cloud hosting enables organizations to attain two beneficial goals:

1. Offload hosting and management (including updates) of non-critical software lab applications, freeing internal IT resources for mission-critical application management.

2. Reduce investment in server hardware and maintenance and turn storage into an operating expense rather than a capital item.

Features of Saltworks Security’s Cloud Hosting Service

- Single, dedicated tenant to provide unified, comprehensive support
- Site-to-site VPN (or ACL)
- Application migration and upgrade (initial and ongoing)
- Operating system and database patching, backup and restore, disaster recovery
- Security and privacy built directly into Microsoft Azure for IaaS (now featuring Azure Security Center)
- Proactive management by specialists and engineers
- Data encrypted at rest (if required) and in transport (at all times)
- Analysis of cloud data, including running Azure services, samples of network traffic across Microsoft’s cloud infrastructure, and VM configuration and security event and audit logs
- Detects lateral threat movements as well as outgoing attacks
- License Ownership (Customer maintains ownership of licenses and can move them back on premise when or if needed)
- Database and application server